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Unleashing Executive & Organizational Potential
I appreciate your willingness to describe your experience in the executive and
leadership training that I provided to you and your organization. The information will
be included in a marketing booklet that I will be using to expand my global footprint.
My sincere gratitude for your support.
Herb Stevenson

Please describe your experience in the space provided
The executive and leadership course was a journey of discovery that resulted in me
being able to understand not only leadership but also people and behaviors to
ensure I get the best from my team. I felt initially overwhelmed but soon began to
understand and how interlocking segments really line up. It was a great experience
and team dynamic for all that was on my course.
What did you find most effective from this coaching and training that supported
your leadership development?
The most effective was the ability to understand people’s character and what their
strengths and weaknesses are. Also the road to Abilene allowed me to understand
you can always challenge and turn the decision around even if a decision has been
made. Along with understanding about self-time management and how effective it
can be.
How has the coaching and training led to be a more effective leader
I have become a better leader by understanding peoples characters more and also
the style of leadership I choose and how to get the best from my team. I also use
PRC (Pause, Reflect and Choose) rather than rushing to a conclusion or response,
better decisions and communications responses have been used as a result.
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